Officials’ Technical Evaluation
To be submitted & retained at the Badminton Ontario Offices until certification at the Next level is achieved.

Applicant:

Current Level

Evaluation Type








Umpire In Training
Regional Umpire
Provincial Umpire

Evaluator:

Evaluator Officiating Level

Event:

Match Description

Feedback
Assessment for
certification



MS



WS



MD





JR



SR



Masters



WD

XD

Evaluation Results
Overall Performance

Difficulty of Match




Recommendation

Date

Easy
Moderate
Difficult

Evaluator Signature

The evaluator is asked to provide a recommendation regarding the appropriate experience level and exposure
required by the individual. Eg. Recommended for certification at the next level, or alternatively, additional
mentoring experience, or advance to practice at specified levels of events etc UITs may be recommended to
practice at Junior level, district level or C level matches, Regional Officials may be recommended to practice at
early rounds of Provincial events etc. .

Legend
NI
S
E
N/A

Needs Improvement: Additional comments to be provided detailing recommended improvements
Satisfactory = Demonstrates competency appropriate to current Officiating level
Excellent = Demonstrates competency appropriate for recommendation to next level
Not Applicable = Situation did not arise during the match

Umpires Technical Evaluation
1. General Court Management
Description

NI

S

E

N/A

1. Ensures standards, nets are at the correct height throughout the event
2. Ensures the courts are kept clean
3. Identifies and resolves safety hazards
4. Maintains effective use of court and warm up times on assigned courts
5. Reports misconducts on un-supervised matches to referee
Evaluator’s Comments

























2. Before the Match
Description

NI

S

E

N/A

1. Obtains score sheet from referee or draw desk
2. Informs players of any obstructions applicable to their court
3. Makes personal contact with Line Judges, and ensures that they know the
signals, and are positioned correctly
4. Ensures players equipment is placed on the umpire’s side of the court
(where possible)
5. Checks that the players’ clothing conforms to relevant regulations
6. Ensures a sufficient quantity of shuttles are available at court side
7. Ensures a number of shuttles are pre-tested by the protocol before the match
8. Monitors warm up time and starts the match promptly
9. Carries out the toss fairly ensuring choices are exercised correctly
10. Identifies the server and receiver on the score sheets
11. Identifies which sides players/teams begin the match on
12. Delivers appropriate announcement for singles/doubles/team events
13. Records the start time for the match
Evaluator’s Comments
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3. During the Match
Description
1. Uses the standard vocabulary outlined in the Laws of Badminton
2. Properly calls and records the score
3. Calls “Play” to start a match or to resume after an interval or rally
4. Ensures players are in the correct court at the start of each rally
5. Accurately times Intervals and allotted time between games
6. Delivers 20 second warning during intervals and between games
7. Handles any on court injuries or suspension of play
8. Calls “lets” and faults promptly
9. Issues warnings or summons referee when appropriate
Evaluator’s Comments

N/A











4. At the end of the Game/Match
Description
1. Records the winner(s) of the match and their scores
2. Announces the winner(s) and scores of the match using standard vocabulary
3. Thanks any service/line judges used
4. Records the accurate end time for the match
5. Submits the score sheet to the referee
6. Briefs the referee on any faults/misconducts during the match
Evaluator’s Comments

N/A








